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Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy
2000-11-15

the premier political philosopher of his day john rawls in three decades of teaching at harvard has had a profound influence
on the way philosophical ethics is approached and understood today this book brings together the lectures that inspired a
generation of students and a regeneration of moral philosophy it invites readers to learn from the most noted exemplars of
modern moral philosophy with the inspired guidance of one of contemporary philosophy s most noteworthy practitioners and
teachers central to rawls s approach is the idea that respectful attention to the great texts of our tradition can lead to a
fruitful exchange of ideas across the centuries in this spirit his book engages thinkers such as leibniz hume kant and hegel
as they struggle in brilliant and instructive ways to define the role of a moral conception in human life the lectures delineate
four basic types of moral reasoning perfectionism utilitarianism intuitionism and the ultimate focus of rawls s course kantian
constructivism comprising a superb course on the history of moral philosophy they also afford unique insight into how john
rawls has transformed our view of this history

The Elements of Moral Philosophy 7e
2012-03-16

firmly established as the standard text for undergraduate courses in ethics james rachels and stuart rachels the elements of
moral philosophy introduces readers to major moral concepts and theories through eloquent explanations and compelling
thought provoking discussions

Problems of Moral Philosophy
1967

excerpt from a brief text book of moral philosophy chapter ii the morality of human acts article i the essence of morality ii
the determinants of morality iii accountability for moral acts iv circumstances that lessen account ability v the passions vi
virtues and vices chapter iii law the rule of human acts article i the moral law ii conscience about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Brief Text-Book of Moral Philosophy (Classic Reprint)
2018-03-21

part of the century series each book reviews and summarises the key developments in a particular branch of religious
studies during the past century this book is about something we all do it is about making moral judgements how do we know
what is right and what is the connection between making moral judgements and what people do in a clear and compelling
fashion dr hudson describes how moral philosophers for the last hundred years have been wrestling with these issues often
coming back to the place where they started but always trying to define the questions more clearly in the hope that they will
eventually answer themselves besides guiding us skilfully through the labyrinths of modern scholarship he also presents the
issues in such a way as to help us to think through the problems again for ourselves

A System of Moral Philosophy, in Three Books
1755

a manual of moral philosophy by andrew p peabody is a comprehensive guide that covers the fundamental principles of
ethics and morality originally intended for harvard college freshmen this book is also suitable for high school students and
anyone interested in the study of moral science this treatise explores the governing principles of action the right means and
sources of knowledge as to right and wrong and the virtues and duties one owes to oneself and others with its thorough
discussion of the questions at issue among the different schools of ethical science this book is an excellent resource for
anyone looking to deepen their understanding of moral philosophy
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Handbook of Moral Philosophy
1884

francis hutcheson 1694 1746 was a key figure in the scottish enlightenment and one of the eighteenth century s most
influential philosophers he taught adam smith helping shape his widely influential economic and moral theories and he
greatly influenced hume and bentham his theory that the only proper actions are those which will generally benefit society
prepared the way for the english utilitarians his views were extensively discussed throughout britain and ranged as far as
the american colonies where his political theory was read and adopted by revolutionaries he is best known for his
contribution to moral theory being the chief exponent of the moral sense doctrine which following shaftesbury emphasized
feeling rather than reasoning as the source of judgements of virtue and vice a system of moral philosophy was written as
early as 1738 but added to and altered by hutcheson throughout his life published posthumously in 1755 by hutcheson s son
francis the younger the system is hutcheson s longest work and the fullest explanation of his method giving a
comprehensive account of morality in three books it includes discussions of human nature our duties to god to each other
and ourselves the supreme good civil liberty rights contracts marriage the rights and duties of parents and the laws of peace
and war the work also contains an argument against slavery that was reprinted in colonial philadelphia and helped give
academic weight to the anti slavery movement william leechman a friend of hutcheson and professor of divinity at glasgow
contributes a highly valuable biography in addition the thoemmes edition includes a new introduction by daniel carey one of
the great philosophical works of the eighteenth century the rare and valuable first edition unedited and reprinted in its
entirety includes a new introduction outlining the importance of the text

The Elements of Moral Philosophy
2015

excerpt from a brief text book of moral philosophy this brief text book of moral philosophy is a companion volume to the
author s brief text book of logic and mental philosophy lately published and already extensively used in academies and other
educational institutions the author s aim is to present to students and readers to such especially as arc unfamiliar with the
latin language a brief yet clear outline of the system of ethics taught in catholic colleges seminaries and universities this
system is based on the philosophy of aristotle questions of ethics which in former times were left to the close scientific
treatment of specialists are at the present day freely discussed among all classes of society in newspapers and popular
magazines in the workshop and in the parlor extravagant notions of individual and social rights are circulated while the rash
speculations of so called scientists are sapping in many minds the very foundations of morality never before has there been
a more urgent call on the part of the people for the lucid exposition and the correct application of sound moral principles in
this sad confusion of thought no small utility will be found in a clear simple systematic explanation of the ethical doctrines
taught by the greatest minds of the past ages and lately most highly recommended by our supreme pontiff the illustrious leo
xiii such an exposition the author has endeavored to present in this little volume about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Elements of Moral Philosophy: Comprising the Theory of Morals and
Practical Ethics ...
1825

the present volume is the result of the author s studies while professor of mental and moral philosophy in amherst college
and was originally prepared as a course of lectures to the senior class in that institution it was intended as a sequel to the
author s treatise on mental philosophy it has been the aim of the author to give as far as possible a science of morals and
not merely a treatise on moral subjects with a view to this the principles which lie at the foundation of the science are first
discussed as concisely as may be in the opening division of the work and in the subsequent division these principles are
considered in their application to the practical duties and relations of life of the several classes of duties that class which
pertains to the state or political ethics has received in these pages a fuller discussion than is usually given in works of this
kind yet not fuller perhaps than its relative importance demands preface psycinfo database record c 2012 apa all rights
reserved

A Century of Moral Philosophy
1980
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this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows
us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are generally
quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics
available again for future generations to enjoy

A course of lectures introductory to the study of moral philosophy
1856

this book is an investigation into the descriptive task of moral philosophy nora hämäläinen explores the challenge of
providing rich and accurate pictures of the moral conditions values virtues and norms under which people live and have lived
along with relevant knowledge about the human animal and human nature while modern moral philosophy has focused its
energies on normative and metaethical theory the task of describing uncovering and inquiring into moral frameworks and
moral practices has mainly been left to social scientists and historians nora hämäläinen argues that this division of labour
has detrimental consequences for moral philosophy and that a reorientation toward descriptive work is needed in moral
philosophy she traces resources for a descriptive philosophical ethics in the work of four prominent philosophers of the
twentieth century john dewey ludwig wittgenstein michel foucault and charles taylor while also calling on thinkers inspired
by them

Handbook of Moral Philosophy
1872

a short history of ethics has over the past thirty years become a key philosophical contribution to studies on morality and
ethics alasdair macintyre writes a new preface for this second edition which looks at the book thirty years on and considers
its impact a short history of ethics guides the reader through the history of moral philosophy from the greeks to
contemporary times macintyre emphasises the importance of a historical context to moral concepts and ideas showing the
relevance of philosophical queries on moral concepts and the importance of a historical account of ethics a short history of
ethics is an important contribution written by one of the most important living philosophers ideal for all philosophy students
interested in ethics and morality

A Manual of Moral Philosophy
2020-03-16

excerpt from science of moral philosophy a treatise on moral philosophy that does justice to its sub jcet will of course tax to
the utmost the powers of the hardest student who attempts fully to fathom the depths and ascend the heights of thought to
which it attains and at the same time it will so elucidate that subject that the ordinary reader who will devote adequate time
and attention to its perusal will it with much interest and profit such it has he en the aim of the author to render the
following treat ise he designed to render it a book for the student and at the same time a book for the people let not the com
mon reader then be startled at the intricate questions which epen upon him as he proceeds if he masters the subjects
discussed he will never regret the loss of his labor and let him remember that he can master them if he will this treatise was
not prepared the thoughtless who take up such a work lance it may be at its contents and then lay it aside as too eep for
them individuals whose minds oat at random upon the surface of things without looking seriously into the depths beneath or
to the heights above for the purpose of understanding the great realities within and around them realities among which they
are to have their eternal dwelli place and who especially never ponder the ques tions what am i where am i and whither am i
bound what ought i to be what ought i to do and what will be my destiny as the consequence of being and doing what i
ought or ought not it was prepared on the other hand for thinkers into whose hearts wisdom has entered and unto whose
souls knowledge is pleasant to such it is now commended with the earnest be e that they may find the same interest and
profit in its study at the author has found in its preparation about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A System of Moral Philosophy
2000

elements of moral philosophy by jasper adams first published in 1837 is a rare manuscript the original residing in one of the
great libraries of the world this book is a reproduction of that original which has been scanned and cleaned by state of the
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art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation restoration editors mission is to bring long out of print
manuscripts back to life some smudges annotations or unclear text may still exist due to permanent damage to the original
work we believe the literary significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction allowing a new generation to
appreciate it

The Principles of Moral Philosophy
1740

ethics and moral philosophy is an area of particular interest today this book brings together some of the most important
essays in this area topics include practical reason particularism moral realism virtue ethics and ethics and moral philosophy
more generally

A Brief Text-Book of Moral Philosophy
2015-06-02

a completely revised and updated second edition of modern moral philosophy first published in 1970 during the twentieth
century many philosophers of the analytical tradition have debated the meaning of moral judgements this book analyzes the
principle moves and countermoves in that debate to the first five chapters of the original edition dr hudson has added three
new chapters on the derivation of ought from is further forms of descriptivism and anti utilitarianism and the two level
theory taking into account the recent work of gewirth geach philippa foot hampshire williams macintyre hare and other
contemporary philosophers

Moral Philosophy: Including Theoretical and Practical Ethics
1859

approaches moral philosophy as a living tradition and exposes students to some of the most influential thinkers and major
traditions in moral philosophy from its classical greek origins to the present composed of twenty five readings organized in
five historical periods and substantive pedagogical issues in moral philosophy and emphasizes comparative and critical
analysis of those readings

The Elements of Moral Philosophy
1818

collection of original essays by leading researchers on current approaches to moral philosophy

Outlines of moral philosophy. ... Fourth edition
2019-08-05

prefacethis brief text book of moral philosophy is a companion volume to the author s brief text book of logic and mental
philosophy lately published and already extensively used in academies and other educational institutions the author s aim is
to present to students and readers to such especially as are unfamiliar with the latin language a brief yet clear outline of the
system of ethics taught in catholic colleges seminaries and universities this system is based on the philosophy of aristotle
questions of ethics which in former times were left to the close scientific treatment of specialists are at the present day
freely discussed among all classes of society in newspapers and popular magazines in the workshop and in the parlor
extravagant notions of individual and social rights are circulated while the rash speculations of so called scientists are
sapping in many minds the very foundations of morality never before has there been a more urgent call on the part of the
people for the lucid exposition and the correct application of sound moral principles in this sad confusion of thought no small
utility will be found in a clear simple systematic explanation of the ethical doctrines taught by the greatest minds of the past
ages and lately most highly recommended by our supreme pontiff the illustrious leo xiii such an exposition the author has
endeavored to present in this little volume the author creighton university omaha neb march 12 1895introduction1 moral
philosophy is the science of the moral order or of the right and wrong of human acts it is called ethics from the greek word
th which like the latin word mores signifies morals since its object is not merely speculative knowledge but the true direction
of human acts ethics is also styled practical philosophy 2 ethics we say directs human acts however not all the acts of a man
are called human acts but only such as are under the control of his free will whatever he does necessarily i e whatever he
cannot help doing results from the physical laws of nature and as such is willed and directed by the author of nature for
instance a man may fall like a stone or grow like a plant or perceive a sound like a brute animal without any power on his
part to prevent himself from falling or growing or hearing if the required conditions are present these are acts of the man but
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they are not acts of what is distinctively human namely his intellect and his will the term human act is restricted in
philosophy to those acts which a man does knowingly and willingly which he has the power either to do or not to do 3 to be
qualified for the direction of human acts philosophy must derive its conclusions by reasoning from first principles it must
take into account the nature of man and the natures of all the causes that influence human action much of this we have
considered in metaphysics or mental philosophy ethics is thus founded on metaphysics moral philosophy assumes as its
principles the conclusions established in mental philosophy

Science of Moral Philosophy
2016-10-20

this book explores the fundamental principles of morality and ethics and provides guidance for ethical decision making
calderwood s clear and concise writing style make this a must read for anyone interested in moral philosophy this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Descriptive Ethics
2003-07-08

excerpt from the principles of moral philosophy an enquiry into the wise and good government of the moral world s o m e
few very good and ufeful remarks are taken from dr john clark s excellent sermons at boyle s leélu re about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in
the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Short History of Ethics
1960

excerpt from outlines of moral philosophy 1 all the different kinds of philosophical inquiry and all that practical knowledge
which guides our conduct in life presuppose such an established order in the succession of events as enables us to form
conjectures con about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Principles of Moral Philosophy
2016-08-23

published posthumously in 1755 these volumes offer the most comprehensive account of the moral and political philosophy
of francis hutcheson

Science of Moral Philosophy (Classic Reprint)
1837

excerpt from handbook of moral philosophy 1 moral philosophy is the rational explanation of our moral actions moral nature
and moral relations it is a science of the life subject to moral law in so far as the study of its activities enables us to reach a
science of conduct it is first a system of truth scientifically discovered and arranged then a science of the practice of
morality as this implies knowledge of moral distinctions and power of self determination it is a theory of knowing and of
being but only of such knowing as is concerned with moral distinctions and only of being possessing and applying such
knowledge about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
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forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Elements of Moral Philosophy
2011-10-28

a balanced and inclusive reader on classic and contemporary writings principles of moral philosophy introduces students to
an array of approaches to topics in normative ethics as well as sections on applied ethics and metaethics and features a
wide selection of female authors to givestudents a rounded introduction to ethics

Ethics and Moral Philosophy
1983-06-18

this book has been prepared particularly for the use of the freshman class in harvard college the author has at the same
time desired to meet the need felt in our high schools of a manual of moral science fitted for the more advanced classes in
the preparation of this treatise the author has been at no pains to avoid saying what others had said before yet the book is
original so far as such a book can be or ought to be original the author has directly copied nothing except dugald stewart s
classification of the desires but as his reading for several years has been principally in the department of ethics it is highly
probable that much of what he supposes to be his own thought may have been derived from other minds of course there is
no small part of the contents of a work of this kind which is the common property of writers and must in some form reappear
in every elementary manual notice this book is published by historical books limited publicdomain org uk as a public domain
book if you have any inquiries requests or need any help you can just send an email to publications publicdomain org uk this
book is found as a public domain and free book based on various online catalogs if you think there are any problems regard
copyright issues please contact us immediately via dmca publicdomain org uk

Modern Moral Philosophy
1999

excerpt from elements of moral philosophy comprising the theory of morals and practical ethics moral philosophy or ethics
says dr paley is that science which teaches men their duty and the reasons of it one advantage of making this sci ence a
study is to lead the student to reflect on the nature of the motives by which he is habitually actu ated and the tendency of
the course of conduct which he is daily pursuing although the science should afl ord no new information in regard to the
moral nature of man nor cast any new light on the path of duty yet the individual might derive very great benefit from being
led frequently and seriously to reflect on the subjects on whch it treats it is of reflection rather than instruction that many
stand most in need about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Questions of Moral Philosophy
1991

excerpt from outlines of moral philosophy my principal object in this publication is to exhibit such a view of the arrangement
of my lectures as may facilitate the studies of those to whom they are addressed about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

An Historical Introduction to Moral Philosophy
2004-11-18
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in this classic work of philosophy george turnbull explores the nature of morality and ethical behavior drawing on a wide
range of historical and contemporary sources to provide a comprehensive and nuanced analysis with a focus on
understanding the principles that underlie moral action turnbull offers insights that are as relevant today as they were when
the book was first published in the 18th century this is an essential read for anyone interested in the philosophy of ethics
and morality this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Modern Moral Philosophy
2017-11-06

A Brief Textbook of Moral Philosophy
2023-07-18

Handbook of Moral Philosophy
2017-02-02

The Principles of Moral Philosophy
2018-03-11

Outlines of Moral Philosophy (Classic Reprint)
2015-07-02

A System of Moral Philosophy
2015-06-02

Handbook of Moral Philosophy
2017

Principles of Moral Philosophy
2016-06-25

A Manual of Moral Philosophy
2017-05-21

Elements of Moral Philosophy
2015-06-02
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Outlines of Moral Philosophy
2023-07-18

The Principles Of Moral Philosophy
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